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caps for sale book and cd a tale of a peddler some monkeys and their monkey business esphyr slobodkina on amazon com free shipping on qualifying offers caps for sale is a timeless classic beloved by millions one of the most popular picture books ever published this edition completes complete with a charming reading of the story on cd, caps for sale a tale of a peddler some monkeys and their - caps for sale is a timeless classic in print for over fifty years and beloved by generations of readers this easy to read story about a peddler and a band of mischievous monkeys is filled with warmth humor and simplicity children will delight in following the peddlers efforts to outwit the monkeys in this new enlarged and redesigned edition and will ask to read it again and again, caps for sale a tale of a peddler some monkeys and their - caps for sale is a timeless classic in print for over fifty years and beloved by generations of readers this easy to read story about a peddler and a band of mischievous monkeys is filled with warmth humor and simplicity children will delight in following the peddlers efforts to outwit the monkeys in this new enlarged and redesigned edition and will ask to read it again and again, learning language arts through literature christianbook com - learning language arts through literature llatl is an integrated reading program for homeschoolers that uses passages from famous literary works
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